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INTERNET GOVERNANCE

OECD LAUNCHPAD FOR ‘ONE INTERNET’  
One Internet, the final report and recommendations of the Global 
Commission on Internet Governance, was released at the OECD ministerial 
meeting on the digital economy in Cancún, Mexico, in June. Chaired by 
former Swedish Prime Minister Carl Bildt, the report has recommendations 
“crucial to ensuring the internet’s promised future of greater digital 
freedom, security, trustworthiness and accessibility for all”.

Said Bildt: “The internet is at a crossroads. The threats to privacy and the 
risk that the internet will break apart are real. If we want a future where 
the internet continues to provide opportunities for economic growth, free 
expression, political equality and social justice then governments, civil 
society and the private sector must actively choose that future and then 
take the necessary steps to achieve it.”
One Internet addresses a range of issues related to internet governance, 
such as:
l Governments should not require third parties to weaken or compromise 
encryption standards through hidden ‘backdoors’ into technology; 
companies should not become the enforcement arm of governments. 
l Private actors should publish transparency reports that reveal the 
amount of content being restricted or blocked in response to requests by 
governments, along with how and why it is being blocked.
l Consumers should be free to choose the services they use, and should 
have greater say in how their personal data is used by ‘free’ service 
providers for commercial purposes. 
l Insurance markets must rise to the challenge of ensuring that best 
practices for data protection and security are appropriately rewarded.
l Because of their impact on human behaviour and opinion, governments, 
civil society and the private sector need to come together to understand 
the effects of algorithms on the content available to us online. 
The commission is a two-year initiative of the Centre for International 
Governance Innovation (CIGI). 
n The OECD’s ministerial on the digital economy was only the third such 
meeting of the organisation – there was one on the internet economy 
in Seoul in 2008, and a first in 1998 on e-commerce. The latest meeting 
also saw the announcement of the Cancún Declaration on commitments 
to digital economy principles, and a Latin America broadband toolkit, 
produced with the Inter-American Development Bank.

FRANCE

DATA-DRIVEN REGULATION
Arcep, France’s telecoms regulator, has described how 
it will use ‘data-driven’ regulation to steer the market in 
the right direction. This will include ‘crowdsourcing’ 
information from users about performance and 
coverage, and will also call on mobile users to share 
problems, “marking a shift from an approach based  
on customer complaints to one of civic action”. In a 
briefing to analysts, under the title ‘Telconomics: How 
to face regulatory challenges in the digital age’, the 
head of Arcep, Sébastien Soriano, said the main 
connectivity challenge in France is to address a lag in 
rolling out ultra-fast broadband, both fixed and 
mobile, and described consultations on issues such as 
geographic local-loop unbundling prices, regulation 
of wholesale fixed markets, and data collection.  
Arcep is also reorganising to cover new responsibilities 
such as open internet regulation.

NET NEUTRALITY

GRASSROOTS ACTION
The FCC has received more than 100,000 complaints 
from Americans calling on the regulator to take 
strong enforcement action if and when companies 
violate the FCC’s Open Internet Order with zero-rating 
schemes. The action is supported by groups such 
as Fight for Freedom. The FCC’s current position is 
that there is no one-size-fits-all answer. But other 
agencies, such as the Multicultural Media, Telecom 
and Internet Council (MMTC) “strongly support free 
data and zero-rating programmes”.  
n Website owners in Europe have been protesting to 
BEREC, the EU body of regulators, about ‘loopholes’ 
that would let ISPs sell ‘fast lanes’ to large companies.

REMOTE ACCESS

FACEBOOK OPENS UP 
Facebook says it has tested an open source 
software-defined wireless access platform aimed 
at improving connectivity in remote areas. It can 
be deployed to support a range of communication 
options, from a ‘network in a box’ to an access 
point supporting everything from 2G to LTE. The 
company plans to make the hardware design open 
source, along with necessary firmware and control 
software, to enable local deployment of the 
platform. “We aim to work with Telecom Infra 
Project (TIP) members to build an active open 
source community around cellular access 
technology development and to select trial 
locations for further validation of technical, 
functional and operational aspects of the 
platform,” says the company.  See bit.ly/29ioWvx

Carl Bildt alongside OECD secretary-general Angel Gurría at the launch of One Internet at the 
ministerial meeting in Mexico on the digital economy
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The Global Information Technology 
Report 2016 from the World Economic 
Forum (WEF) has found that Finland, 
Switzerland, Sweden, Israel, Singapore, 
the Netherlands and the US are 
leading the world when it comes to 
generating economic impact from 
investments in ICT. On average, this 
group of high-achieving economies 
– at the pinnacle of the report’s 
‘networked readiness index’ – scores 
33% higher than other advanced 
economies and 100% more than 
emerging and developing economies.

“The breakaway of these seven 
economies is significant for other 
nations given the role that networked 
readiness is likely to play as the world 
transitions to the ‘fourth industrial 
revolution’,” says the WEF. Although 
about 75% of countries in the index 
show improvement in this year’s 
report, “convergence both at the 
global and regional level remains 
elusive, with four regions – Eurasia, 

emerging Europe, the Middle East, 
North Africa and Pakistan, and 
Sub-Saharan Africa – having widened 
the gap between the most and least 
networked-ready since 2012.”

Another cautionary note is that  
the data also suggest that individuals 
are driving ICT adoption much  
more enthusiastically than either 
governments or business, where no 
clear trends are discernible across 
regions since 2012.

The report also addresses the fact 
that technologies change far faster 
than regulatory regimes do, as also 
noted by the WEF’s Global Agenda 
Council on the Future of Software and 
Society in a call for agile governance 
principles, which includes favouring 
outcomes over rules-based 
compliance, and responding to 
change over following a plan – the 
kind of approaches involved in ‘agile’ 
development.
The report is at bit.ly/29AzwRq

DATA PRIVACY

UK GETS TOUGH  
ON BREACHES  
The UK government’s Culture, 
Media and Sport Committee has 
recommended a prison sentence of 
up to two years for those convicted 
of unlawfully obtaining and selling 
personal data. It has also said the 
UK Information Commissioner’s 
Office (ICO) should have a robust 
system of escalating fines to 
sanction those who fail to report 
and prepare for data breaches.  
The committee’s recent inquiry into 
cybersecurity was triggered by a 
series of data breaches at operator 
Talk Talk, but the committee 
has warned that the problem is 
significant, growing and affects all 
sectors with an online platform or 
service; 90% of large organisations 
have reportedly experienced 
a security breach, and 25% of 
companies experience a cyber-
breach at least once a month.  

EVENTS
30 Sept-1 October, Arlington 
TPRC44
10-14 October, Bangkok 
IIC Communications Policy and 
Regulation Week 2016
17-18 October, Costa Rica 
Freedom Online Conference
14-17 November, Bangkok 
ITU Telecom World 2016
29-30 November, Washington 
IIC Telecommunications and  
Media Forum (TMF)
6-9 December, Guadalajara (tbc) 
Internet Governance Forum

 

POLICY PRIORITIES 
The South African economy needs  
a new approach to regulation, 
competition and industrial policy  
to open the economy to greater 
participation, according to research 
released by the Centre for 
Competition, Regulation and 
Economic Development (CCRED) at 
the University of Johannesburg.  
See bit.ly/29CsLBZ

UTILITY PAPER
New Zealand’s government has 
released a paper on its proposed 
utility-style regulation framework 
for telecoms. See bit.ly/29OG7dQ

EU AV UPDATE  
The European Commission has 
proposed an update of audiovisual 
rules to create a fairer environment 
for all players, promote European 
films, protect children and tackle 
hate speech better. See page 29.

FCC’S COURT WIN
A US federal appeals court has voted 
to uphold the FCC’s net neutrality 
rules. The 2-1 court ruling forces 
internet providers such as Verizon 
and Comcast to obey federal 
regulations that ban the blocking  
or slowing of internet traffic to 
consumers. 

ITU ON THE MONEY
The ITU’s focus group on digital 
financial services has published a 
series of reports as it seeks to 
develop guidelines for regulators, 
operators and providers in the 
telecoms and financial services 
sectors. See bit.ly/29BkH4q

DIGITAL ECONOMY

TOP NATIONS PULL AHEAD IN ICT CLOUT

CRYPTOCURRENCIES

NOT DISRUPTIVE BUT 
OPENING UP THE NEW
A report  from Citi Research does not 
view cryptocurrencies as a disruptive 
threat to banks or card networks, noting 
that centralised domestic payment 
systems provide a relatively good 
experience. “Unlike other industries  
(eg. newspapers) disrupted by 
distributed solutions, the benefit to the 
consumer from a decentralised system 
seems at best marginal with the only 
exception being anonymity,” the report 
says. But cryptocurrencies can open up 
new markets such as applications  
that support the internet of things  
(eg. machine to machine payments). 
Another use case could be providing the 
unbanked with low-cost digital banking 
products on mobile phones. Interesting 
examples with Bitcoin include Circle 
(social payments), Abra (financial 
inclusion) and BitPesa (B2B payments). 
The report is at citi.us/29CjF5l
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